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BLACK, WHITE, AND BLUE: BIAS, PROFILING, AND POLICING IN THE AGE OF BLACK LIVES MATTER

Dr. Bridgette Baldwin*

“Most middle-class whites have no idea what it feels like to be subjected to police who are routinely suspicious, rude, belligerent, and brutal.”

Benjamin Spock

INTRODUCTION

On July 17, 2014, in Staten Island, New York, Eric Garner lost his life to an illegal chokehold at the hands of police officer Daniel Pantaleo. With his last words, Garner uttered the phrase that became a rallying cry for social justice activists and their allies all across the country: “I can’t breathe.” Just a month later, on August 9, 2014, white police officer Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown, an unarmed black teenager, in Ferguson, Missouri. For many, Brown’s death was a tragedy, but the horror escalated when hours later his bullet-riddled body was still in the street for all to see, generating a collective
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confirmation that truly black lives do not matter. Officer Wilson was never indicted, charged, or convicted for Brown’s death. On November 22, 2014, twelve-year-old Tamir Rice lost his life when officer Timothy Loehmann shot him in Cleveland, Ohio. This child, who many say had a severe learning delay, was outside at the park playing with a toy gun. A 911 call revealed that someone, probably a juvenile, was outside with most likely a fake weapon. With no investigation, no conversation, no attempt at de-escalation, the police rolled up to the park, opened their doors, and opened fire.

The deaths of Eric Garner in New York City, Michael Brown in Ferguson, Tamir Rice in Cleveland, and too many others caused waves of nationwide protest and appeals for justice. What could possibly account for such violations of civil rights against citizens protected under the law? How could the justice system in many cases offer no remedy to the families of these victims? How could this spark such revolutionary movements such as Black Lives Matter (#BlackLivesMatter) and Colin Kaepernick’s #TakeAKnee campaign? In this article, I will attempt to offer an answer to these questions.
First, the blackness of a suspect has become the justification for a violent response by not only law officials but by people in general. Implicit bias, or unconscious association, gives the actions of the African American a different meaning, particularly in a society that reacts and acts according to the race of an individual. If we associate blackness with suspicion, violence, laziness, drug use and distribution, etc., then such associations become the normative frame for how all African Americans are perceived.

Second, countless acts of violence against unarmed black citizens by law enforcement officials are not new; what is new is the technological circulation of these events with a greater speed and reach. Social media has allowed rapid recording and dissemination of police violence. So, what appears to be a new phenomenon is an old dog with no new tricks, but now showcased within a digital age.

Third, the over-criminalization of communities of color has led to higher rates of surveillance, arrest, prosecution, and convictions. These higher rates of prosecution support a false premise that African Americans are more dangerous and prone to criminal behavior. Just imagine the increased levels of crime that would be uncovered if more affluent neighborhoods were subject to the same rates of policing. Just policing will never occur until we can approach all neighborhoods, and the people within them, with the same presumption of humanity, presumption of civility, and presumption of innocence.

I. I AM WHATEVER YOU SAY I AM: IMPLICIT BIAS

In the context of policing, African Americans are more likely to be stopped, arrested, and confronted with a violent response if suspected of criminal behavior. The blackness of a suspect has become the justification for not only a violent response by law officials but also justification for that violence by the public in general. Although civil rights ideology posits that in order to end racism, we must be colorblind, the reality is that “[w]e are not perceptually, cognitively, or behaviorally colorblind” in our policing efforts.12 Studies suggest there are moments of unconscious presumptions that impact our interactions and behavior toward other groups.13 Societal implicit bias or unconscious associations, particularly in a society that acts and reacts according to the

race of an individual, gives black social behavior a different meaning when it comes to what would be considered typical, normal, or “non-criminal” by our majority white society.

Implicit biases are unconscious beliefs, attitudes, or stereotypes that individuals hold about a particular group of people. It is said that these biases operate outside our conscious awareness. Perceptions, actions, or decision-making is often influenced by psychological and unconscious beliefs. These beliefs are often formed by repeated associations of particular groups with particular ideas, actions, or presumptions. Therefore, if police officers associate blackness with suspicion, laziness, drug abuse, or violence, then such associations directly inform how African Americans will be perceived or treated, even in what would normally be understood as a non-criminal and non-threatening situation.

Research conducted around police officers’ interactions with citizens has shown that implicit bias is responsible for many of the negative responses by police officers when interacting with African Americans. One such study indicated that police officers were more likely to find suspicious behavior if the individual was black than if the individual was white. In a series of studies involving over 200 officers, researchers found that stereotypical associations demonstrated that the use of benign words, such as crime, shoot, arrest, etc. influenced an officer’s word association with a black face. These studies suggest that the race of an individual influenced the perception and attention deployed in police decision-making. The more an African American appeared stereotypically “Black,” the more likely that individual was


16. Id. at 951–52.
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perceived as a criminal.\footnote{Id.} Black men are labeled as aggressive and violent, and densely populated communities where African Americans live are labeled as “high-crime areas,” which may have little to do with the actual behavior of an individual person.\footnote{See generally Kerry Kawakami et al., Just Say No (to Stereotyping): Effects of Training in the Negation of Stereotypic Associations on Stereotype Activation, 78 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 871 (2000); Sophie Trawalter et al., Attending to Threat: Race-Based Patterns of Selective Attention, 44 J. EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCHOL. 1322 (2008).} When police officers continuously interpret a particular behavior along racial lines, implicit biases become more than opinions held, but actually govern their interactions with black citizens.\footnote{Eberhardt et al., supra note 19, at 878.}

Implicit bias, or perceived ideas about a racial group, leads to racial profiling. The race of the individual becomes a determinative factor in whether a person should be considered a criminal suspect, and in some cases, the target of police violence. African Americans become targets of police suspicions simply because of their racial identity. Police officers, unlike Mark Fuhrman,\footnote{Over a span of about ten years, writer Laura McKinney interviewed then Los Angeles police officer Mark Fuhrman for a story about the treatment of women in the police department. Douglas O. Linder, The O.J. Simpson Trial: Excerpts from the Trial Transcript: Testimony of Laura Hart McKinney, FAMOUS TRIALS, www.famous-trials.com/simpson/1880-mckinneytestimony [https://perma.cc/2RJ3-3XB3]. During those interviews, he openly admitted to abusive practices targeting the African American community and used racist terminology including “nigger” when referring to African American citizens. Id.} will rarely admit that they hold any racist beliefs or that racism motivated their actions. In fact, because of repeated associations of blackness with criminal conduct, when police officers are confronted with a black suspect, unconscious implicit biases suggest that a heightened level of control is required. Therefore, in the mind of the officer, racism is not even an issue because the suspect is perceived to be acting in a “suspicious” manner or moving through a “high-crime” area; the justification for the contact is built into the bias. Racial profiling allows certain ideas about behavior to be associated with a group of people simply because of racial identity. In the 1980s, African American mothers were profiled as welfare queens, which signified their hyper-sexuality and laziness.\footnote{Bridgette Baldwin, In Supreme Judgment of the Poor: The Role of the United States Supreme Court in Welfare Law and Policy, 23 WIS. J. L. GENDER & SOC’Y 1, 13 (2008).} African American youth in the late 1990s were described as super-predators, which signified their criminality.\footnote{John J. Dilulio, Jr., My Black Crime Problem, and Ours, CITY J. (1996),}
“driving while black,” justified the overzealous roadside stops of African American motorists based on the view that black drivers were more likely to either exceed the posted speed limit or be couriers of illegal controlled substances. Race, then, not only serves as a legitimate reason to confront the individual, but also to subdue him or her by whatever means is deemed necessary, despite the fact that racially motivated suspicion has never correlated to a reduction of crime.

Police brutality is not only a direct descendant of racial profiling, but also of implicit bias. Police brutality occurs when a police officer uses more force than is needed to approach, arrest, or subjugate a citizen. Police officers engage in excessive force when they use physical force to subdue a person. This can be done with the use of hands, a weapon, or even sexual abuse. Some forms of psychological intimidation, particularly during interrogation, have also been considered to be a form of excessive police behavior. When it comes to minority suspects, police officers are more likely to use excessive force to initiate a stop or make an arrest. Minority suspects, particularly African American males, are perceived as more threatening, less compliant, and more violent. The linking of blackness to criminality will shape whether an unarmed African American will be shot when confronted during a traffic stop or


while sitting on the ground with their hands in the air.\textsuperscript{31} While this might account for why African Americans are disproportionately killed by police officers, it certainly does not justify the social problem of disproportionate death at the hands of state agents. While one can recognize that certain unconscious biases might exist, the outcome that these biases produce should not relieve the individual—especially those pledged to protect and serve equally—of responsibility for their actions.

II. THE REVOLUTION WILL BE DIGITIZED: SOCIAL MEDIA

Traditionally, communities are informed about incidents of police violence, locally and around the country, through news reporting. However, citizen-news reporting through social media broadcasting has become a dominant place for the consumption of police violence. Social media news consumers watch countless violent acts against unarmed individuals as they are beaten and killed by law enforcement officials. Moreover, these digitized events are frequently re-circulated, surrounded by additional commentary, and even edited or combined with other events to enhance the meaning of police violence as a collective social experience. Although these violent atrocities are horrific, they are unfortunately not uncommon or even new. What is new, however, is the visual reporting of these actions through the use of digital technology. Social media broadcasting allows rapid recording and dissemination of police violence to reach a larger audience.

To be clear, the state-sanctioned attack or killing of African Americans has served as a carnivalesque spectacle or even public amusement since at least the era of post-emancipation. For example, white communities, filled with not only men and women, but also children, would gather to watch African Americans be lynched at the hands of vigilante mobs.\textsuperscript{32} Following a lynching, the black body was

\textsuperscript{31} On New Year’s Day 2009, BART Officer Johannes Mesherle was responding to a call of a fight at the Fruitvale train station. See Donald F. Tibbs, \textit{Who Killed Oscar Grant?: A Legal-Eulogy on the Cultural Logic of Black Hyper-Policing in the Post-Civil Rights Era}, 1 J. RACE, GENDER, & POVERTY 1, 1–2 (2010). Without any indication of criminal conduct, Mesherle ordered Oscar Grant to lay face down on the ground. \textit{Id.} at 3. Although compliant, Mesherle pulled out his gun and shot Grant in the back. \textit{Id.} at 4. Grant died moments later. \textit{Id.}

often burned while, sometimes, the knuckles or testicles from the body were taken as a keepsake or even put on display in store windows, thereafter.\textsuperscript{33} In fact, the reason we have such a striking visual record of lynching is because the images were placed on postcards and circulated amongst family and friends across the country.\textsuperscript{34} Although these state-sanctioned acts of racial violence were not circulated at the same pace and reach of Facebook or Twitter, they certainly paved the way for our current understanding of police brutality as a both public horror and voyeuristic spectacle.\textsuperscript{35}

Both the social media broadcasting and live coverage of police brutality has changed the way news is reported. The professional journalist is being replaced with the “citizen” reporter, and the broadcasting is largely unrestricted and uncensored. By example, the initial beating of Rodney King was recorded by “citizen” reporter George Holliday from his apartment with a Sony Handycam.\textsuperscript{36} Although this was long before smartphones and social media were available, the circulation of King’s beating not only opened the door to recording police interactions with citizens, but also put an evil face on police brutality on a national scale. The onslaught of social media amplifies the callousness of individual police behavior and provides a vehicle for the world to see the graphic imagery of injustice that African Americans face, which can amplify a demand that something be done. The availability of Vine, Instagram, Periscope, and other social media platforms changes the rules of the game when it comes to media censorship, real-time reporting, reporting of police force, and even the interpretation of violence. Social media broadcasting has allowed the country to watch in horror the killing of Philando Castile in front of his girlfriend’s young daughter, the shooting of Alton Sterling while being held down by police,\textsuperscript{37} and the senseless death of Walter Scott, who was

\textsuperscript{34} Id.
\textsuperscript{35} During the Civil Rights Era, Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) lines were used to disseminate information across the country to other organizations and individuals. See Vanessa Murphree, \textit{The Selling of Civil Rights: The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and the Use of Public Relations} 39–47 (2006).
\textsuperscript{36} George Holliday, \textit{Rodney King Beating Video Full Length Footage Screener}, YouTube (Mar. 12, 2015), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbIWywpUtY&t=10s.
shot in the back following a traffic stop for a broken brake light.\textsuperscript{38} Traditionally, outside of war, such news would most likely have never been reported or certainly not circulated visually.

The popularity of social media platforms has not only transformed the way in which we now communicate, but it has also changed the way we view and observe the world around us, particularly how we understand and sometimes experience victimization and criminal behavior. Social media has developed “citizen” news reporting and provided a venue for its broadcast. This is particularly important as it relates to violence that has been committed against minorities by the police. The unjustified use of force is being filmed by these “citizen” reporters and then uploaded across social media sites in an effort to broadcast the news. When it comes to brutality against African American communities, there is no doubt that social media news broadcasting has proven to be an effective tool for galvanizing a political response.

Traditional media outlets would have been unlikely to report the death of Freddie Gray\textsuperscript{39} or even the arrest and death of Sandra Bland.\textsuperscript{40} However, social media broadcasting has either replaced or supplemented real-time reporting for the community. Additionally, grassroots organizations like #BlackLivesMatter have sprung up all over the country in reaction to the violence at the hands of police.\textsuperscript{41} After the killing of Trayvon Martin and then the display of Michael Brown’s body in Ferguson two years later, #BlackLivesMatter began to use hashtags to


\textsuperscript{39} For more discussion on the death of Freddie Gray, see Corinthia A. Carter, Police Brutality, the Law & Today’s Social Justice Movement: How the Lack of Police Accountability Has Fueled #Hashtag Activism, 20 CUNY L. REV. 521, 545 (2017).

\textsuperscript{40} For more discussion on the death of Sandra Bland, see Belen V. Lowrey-Kinberg & Grace Sullivan Beker, “I’m Giving You a Lawful Order”: Dialogic Legitimacy in Sandra Bland’s Traffic Stop, 51 L. & SOC’Y REV. 379, 379–80 (2017) (explaining that after a routine traffic stop for failure to signal for a lane change, Sandra Bland was found hanging in her jail cell).

\textsuperscript{41} Such organizations include, but are not limited to, Black Organizing Project Membership Center, Movement for Black Lives, Causa Justa: Just Cause Priorities Project, Dream Defenders, One DC: Organizing Neighborhood Equity, One Voice, Organization for Black Struggle, Worker Center for Racial Justice, and Southern Rural Black Women’s Initiative.
create awareness of the problem and to garner support and solidarity from the general public. Social media directly impacted the growth and awareness of the #BlackLivesMatter Movement as a concrete organization.42

Social media’s presence has become an influential tool for public scrutiny; its platforms offer powerful sites for documenting and challenging incidences of police brutality. Social media broadcasting can be an effective tool in changing society’s association of criminality with the African American community, while at the same time scrutinizing the lawless behaviors of police officers. The Civil Rights Movement has taught us that much of the progress toward equality is fueled largely in part by the efforts of grassroots organizations and the technology available to them at the time. During the 1960s, it was the telephone or the newsreel and today, it is the Internet. The #BlackLivesMatter Movement has been hailed as the new civil rights movement of today. While this movement represents the primary organization formed out of the senseless killing of Michael Brown, its tenets have spurred other organizations to press for change.43 #BlackLivesMatter has used social media broadcasting not only to spread live, unedited footage of police violence, but also to organize groups of people in real time. For example, social media broadcasting by #BlackLivesMatter was instrumental in getting the Confederate flag removed from the state capitol building in Virginia44 and was influential in Missouri and Maryland45 when residents pressed the criminal justice system to investigate police brutality.46 Through these actions, social

46. See Matt Apuzzo, Department of Justice Sues Ferguson, Which Reversed Course on Agreement, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 10, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/11/us/politics/
media is being used as an effective tool to change negative and unwarranted police practices.

Yet, while these horrible acts of violence are made visible on computer and cell phone screens across the country, the meaning of these violent acts remains contested. We must remember that even the meaning of real-time reporting is never self-evident and that these visual images of violence are shaped by an older racial logic that continues to justify the killing of black people. While thousands saw Eric Garner get choked to death, many responded that it was his poor health that killed him.47 When Cleveland police rolled up on twelve-year-old Tamir Rice and opened fire without asking a question, many responded that his parents should have taught him to take better care of a toy gun.48 The underlying theme in the interpretation of these racial assaults has been a notion of “noncompliance” by these African American victims.

Varied charges of black noncompliance can be seen all across social media comment boards; put plainly, they state that if African Americans would just follow orders, they wouldn’t get shot or killed by the police.49 There is no concern for the age of the victim, their mental health, or even their legal right to question or challenge illegal police behavior. For a large portion of the social media sphere, the bottom line is that African Americans are failing to comply with all police orders, even when police are violating their citizen rights. Now, of course this notion of black compliance has a long lineage in the history of racial control and subordination, whether it be physical shackles, lynch rope, Jim Crow


49. See Garner’s Death a Homicide, supra note 47 (“Pat Lynch of the Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association went on to say, ‘[w]e believe, however, that if he had not resisted the lawful order of the police officers placing him under arrest, this tragedy would not have occurred.”’).
Laws, restrictive covenants, racial profiling, or stop-and-frisk policies. But the point here is that even with the increased circulation of visual displays of police violence against black and brown people, the social meaning of these events remains contested primarily along racial lines. New digital technology generates greater access and speed, but it is not colorblind or objective; the visual meaning of this digital display is equally influenced by the racial rules and assumptions that allow such acts to initially take place. Such presumptions about the meaning of police violence have also shaped the way we police black neighborhoods.

III. BOYZ N THE HOOD: OVER-CRIMINALIZATION

We have all heard the neighborhood designation “high-crime area.” But we must be clear that there is not always a direct correlation between a “high-crime area” and actual high rates of crime. The term “high-crime area” has become code for an urban area, and more specifically, an area with a predominately dense population of black and Latino families. These high-crime areas are heavily policed, the citizens in these communities are stopped and detained at enormous rates, and the residents are disproportionately represented in our prisons and jails. In short, because of their racial and sometimes economic make-up, these neighborhoods are disproportionately subject to greater levels of interaction and management at the hands of police agents and through the medium of the criminal justice system. These communities have become over-criminalized.

When most scholars speak about over-criminalization, they are referring to the tendency of the state and federal government to enact too many criminal laws, which encompass a range of behavior. These crimes are generally vast in scope, vague in description, and strict in punishment. In the context of this article, over-criminalization occurs when police officers use criminal law to enforce moral viewpoints and to regulate behavior in ways that would normally be regulated by community mores and other state agents, or would not be regulated at all. Ultimately, this over-criminalization of black neighborhoods has led


to higher rates of surveillance, arrests, prosecutions, and convictions for behaviors that might not normally be governed by the criminal justice system.

Why does this happen? A common answer to this question is that implicit bias and racialized policing leads to the over-criminalization and over-surveillance of communities of color. While implicit bias can account for the unwavering punitive approach by legislators to fight crime in communities of color, the power of the media’s portrayal of the crime problem as a black behavior problem has also contributed to the increased pursuit to not only enforce the criminal laws against African Americans, but also to anticipate criminal behavior in black neighborhoods through surveillance. Once a group has been labeled as violent criminals, that group becomes the focus of both intense and pervasive policing regardless of whether individuals within the group deserve surveillance or criminal sanctions.

Since Nixon declared a “war on drugs,” scholar Michelle Alexander points out that communities of color have been the targets of that war. She further notes that racial stereotypes erroneously posit that drug use and distribution is more prevalent in communities of color, which in fact directly contradicts the reality of our country’s narcotic culture and economy:

[S]tudies consistently show that people of all colors use and sell illegal drugs at remarkably similar rates. In fact, some studies indicate that white youth are significantly more likely to engage in illegal drug dealing than black youth. Any notion that drug use among African Americans is more severe or dangerous is belied by the data. White youth, for example, have about three times the number of drug-related visits to the emergency room as their African American counterparts. That is not what you would guess, though, when entering our nation’s prisons and jails, overflowing as they are with black and brown drug offenders. In some states, African Americans comprise 80 to 90 percent of all drug offenders sent to prison.

The rates of drug use for some illicit drugs are similar between blacks and whites, while for other substances, drug use is greater among


whites. However, the surveillance, arrest, prosecution, and conviction rates lean heavily in the direction of policing black communities. As a result, black and Latino citizens are disproportionately represented in the prison population. According to the NAACP Criminal Justice Fact Sheet, in 2014, among the roughly seven million incarcerated individuals, thirty-four percent were African Americans. Additionally, African Americans and Hispanics represent fifty-six percent of those incarcerated despite only representing thirty-two percent of the general U.S. population.

Law enforcement officials acting on implicit bias, through over-criminalization and over-surveillance, helps us contemplate whether African Americans have ever been complete citizens with inalienable rights, or simply second-class citizens, with limited rights in order to pacify the fears of white citizens. As discussed above, racial profiling occurs when law enforcement officials target individuals for behaviors, suspicious or otherwise, based on the individual’s race, ethnicity, religion, or national origin.

Our country engages in policing as if a person’s race or the racial demographic of their neighborhood can determine and even predict the probability of a criminal act. Over-criminalization has been welcomed as a necessary evil, or just identified as good, rational policing that is needed to make city streets safer and to help poor communities of color be “saved” from themselves. It is obvious that people of color do want to make their neighborhoods safer. From one perspective, it is true that a disproportionate number of African American males do commit crimes. However, the fact that black men are currently under siege is left out of the equation. Black communities are being surveyed for crime in a manner that would be unacceptable in predominately white communities. We also know that white males are statistically more likely to be serial killers and mass shooters, but when we are faced with such a crisis, the country has never seen a blanket sweep or surveillance of white communities.

New York’s Stop and Frisk program was a
prime example of a failed policy of racial profiling, employing the heavy surveillance of communities of color.\textsuperscript{58}

Policies like Stop and Frisk allow unchecked surveillance, which gives police officers carte blanche to not only illegally stop and harass residents, but also to commit acts of violence against people of color. In essence, these citizens are being told that their civil rights are subordinate to the safety of those deemed to be first class citizens—read white Americans. The justification for the Stop and Frisk policy—which had entire black and Latino communities under siege—was to assuage the white community that safety would increase. These “get tough” policies also suggested that procedures were only directed toward those areas considered infested with high crime and were not in fact influenced by the race of the communities. A unique facet, however, of the Stop and Frisk Policy was that, although it had been implemented across the country for a number of years, the general policy had never been used to police a particular community based on perceived criminality of that community and, in most cases, legitimate or legal actions of the individuals within that community. This racist policy essentially required minorities to sacrifice their civil liberties in order to benefit the larger body politic. However, studies have revealed that arrests under the Stop and Frisk agenda did not significantly decrease crime rates. In fact, there was no correlation between crime rates and the Stop and Frisk Policy at all. Ninety percent of the people stopped were, in fact, not guilty of anything.\textsuperscript{59}

Despite popular anecdotes, crime fighting should not have to involve subjecting entire communities to blanket and indiscriminate surveillance. When police officers engage in such behavior, it suggests that the distinctions between legal and criminal behavior do not matter in these particular neighborhoods—all that is important is getting the criminal, read as black criminal, off the street.\textsuperscript{60} Moreover, imagine what would be found in elite, majority white suburban areas like Wilbraham, Massachusetts or Riverdale, New York if those areas sat under similar levels of surveillance. Civil rights are not guaranteed


\textsuperscript{59}Id.

based on race in order to defeat obsessive or perceived fears of violence. If so, we will all remain mired in failure, and more importantly, injustice.

CONCLUSION: THE COLOR OF CRIMINALIZATION

We cannot afford to overlook the link between racism and crime. It is imbedded in our history. Racism has an impact on how African Americans are treated, how white Americans perceive African Americans, and in some cases, life and death. Racial inequality, both actual and perceptual, is a social fact. Failure to acknowledge inequality not only ensures that it will continue, but also further exacerbates the pain experienced by its victims. So, I return back to my initial claim—such violations of civil rights occur because of police indifference to the humanity of communities of color. Implicit biases reveal that the race of the suspect becomes the justification for a violent response by police officers. Implicit bias endangers the lives of African Americans because these citizens’ actions are given different meanings. Blackness means an unarmed man is armed, a cell phone is a gun, and an individual held down by twenty cops in a chokehold could break loose at any moment and grab a cop’s gun. While Whiteness means innocent until proven guilty, boys will be boys, and we are here to protect and serve our citizens.61

Social media is a way that society can police the police. A rapid recording and dissemination of police violence gives society a front row seat to the vehement injustice that African Americans face at the hands of the police. There must be something more to the overpopulation of black individuals in the prison system than just the claim that African Americans commit more crimes. A consideration of an unjust policy of racial profiling which leads to over-criminalization in black communities points to higher rates of surveillance, arrest, prosecution, and conviction. If any community becomes the target of over-policing, the probability of finding crime will increase. We must advocate for the fair and equal distribution of policing so that all citizens are equally safe and equally prosecuted. We know that all lives should matter . . . but right now, #BlackLives are the ones in danger.

61. The Eberhardt et al. study confirmed that stereotypes “have the power to alter the threshold at which real-world objects” are misinterpreted. Eberhardt et al., supra note 19, at 881.